Contextual Studies.
Task 2 - Identify a concept and visualize hot it can be communicated
and represented through imagery.
A a theme I am going to focus on a phenomenon that is happening in
everyday life all the time which is;
The Death of Society - In Memory of life
To identify, simplify and pitch in this project. I intend to do a modern
theatrical piece that includes slide shows along with a presentation
were I simplify the project and what is it going to consist of.
Resource List :
1) A script for the presentation.
2) A set of slides
3) A set of photos
4) A set of text to accompany the photos presented in the final
product.
Script:

SLIDE 1
Did you ever
Experience this ?

The only light that is going to be used is
the projector light and phones from the
audience that are point at the actor.

Action: Go in with a brief case or a bag rushed(work) and go out someone calls me but I keep on going alientaed.

SLIDE 2
HAVE YOU
EVER DONE THIS
YOURSELF?

Action: I go in and sit on a chair and
use the mobile. (taking selfies, scrolling,
calling and so on...) While doing these I
even wonder around the space.

SLIDE 3
ARE YOU A
VICTIM OF THIS?

Action: I go in a phone call. At the same
time I interpret someone who is trying
to talk to me. I do not take any notice of
him.

SLIDE 4
ARE YOU DEAD?

Action: Stand down on the floor and act
dead.

I turn on the lights and start my presentation...
Did you know that an average of 50% of people do not take their
vacation leave?
Did you know that an average person spends around 4 years of his life
looking down to his phone?

I turn off the lights and and tell everyone to get their phone
out and point it towards me. Then I tell them to turn it off and
ask them if they can see something. on again and off again and
ask again. While in darkness I say
- If you work less and turn of your phones every now and
then, you would not know what others are up to I know but
you wil strart living
Turn on the lights again.
If you turn it on, you will see those scens again. Scenes of a
society filled with non-verbal communication. Hectic scenes
of work and errends.
- My Project is an exhibition of a set of artistic photos that
highlight the fact that our societies, our personalities and our
lives are dying.
The Final product is going to tackle this theme by visual
elements such as; Ghosts, Lines, The Undead, Empty Spaces,
Innocence, Suffocation and Rebellion.
All these are going to be over-exploited to result in a set of
images that depict this phenomenon from different angles of
life.
Until next time.. Do yourself a favour... LIVE and do not just
EXIST!

